POSTPUNCHER

Warwick Gates
Pty Ltd

Easy To Operate And Cost Effective

POST
PUNCHER Is the safest on the market
Only fully enclosed post driver reducing OH&S hazards.
Impossible for bystanders or workers to be injured from falling hammer when
operated in accordance with manufacturers instructions.

safety collar stops driving weight becoming free of machine.
Front End Mounted - full vision of post.
Operates from the protection of your cab where thereʼs less chance of injury!
No reversing on the job.
A bright steel driving weight enclosed in a steel tube to allow safe operation
in any conditions and a forward mount capability.
Unique

Which model suits your machine?

POST
PUNCHER Is the most versatile on the market.
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The most versatile, effective and durable post driver in the world. The POSTPUNCHER
range has been designed with a number a ground breaking features.
POSTPUNCHER can be
steer or back hoe.
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fitted to any tractor, front end loader, tele handler, excavator, skid

POSTPUNCHER allows operators to drive posts in angles of 45 degrees and upwards.
POSTPUNCHER is incredibly versatile and robust. It can be operated on slopes, in bush
over hedges or existing fences, on river banks and over ditches.
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Versatility and ability to drive a post where you struggle to walk.
Works easily in difficult terrain.
Can drive any length post, on any angle with no height restrictions.
The most efficient post driver on the market as you donʼt leave your seat.
POSTPUNCHER can be transported unattached and connected on site,
Easy to connect and remove from existing machinery. No need for dedicated parent
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Through overall efficiency and
mounted post driving implements.

reduced capital outlay compared to traditional rear
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Tare weight of parent machine.

machine.

POST
PUNCHER Is the most cost effective on the market.
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Remember! A bigger weight is only effective once it has reached its maximum drop speed & distance.
The POSTPUNCHER makes every hit count by falling the same distance

every time.

POST
PUNCHER

+

= The Perfect Match

The Quickest, Strongest and Most Durable Combination Available.
Ask For Them By Name.

POST
PUNCHER

Monkey Collars.
Donʼt risk damaging your steel or timber posts when driving them
into the ground.
Available in all sizes to fit standard Australian post sizes.
Available separately.

Your Local Distributor

RURAL FENCING SOLUTIONS
MANUFACTURED IN AUSTRALIA BY
Pty Ltd

FREECALL 1800 062 723

